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For discussion on 

11 April 2014 

 

 

Legislative Council Panel on Home Affairs  

 

Nomination of Representatives of Arts Interests for the 

Hong Kong Arts Development Council 

 
 

 

PURPOSE 
 

 This paper reports on the exercise conducted in 2013 to nominate 

arts interests representatives for the Hong Kong Arts Development Council 

(HKADC) (the nomination exercise). 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Nomination of arts interests representatives for appointment to the 

HKADC 

 

2. Established in 1995, the HKADC is a statutory body set up to 

promote the development of the arts in Hong Kong.  Under section 3 of 

the HKADC Ordinance (Cap.472), the HKADC comprises 27 members, 

of which a Chairman, a Vice-chairman and not more than 22 other 

members shall be appointed by the Chief Executive.  Pursuant to clauses 

(4) and (5) of section 3 of the Ordinance, of the 22 other members, up to 

10 may be nominated by specified arts interests, viz. arts administration, 

arts criticism, arts education, Chinese opera (xiqu), dance, drama, film arts, 

literary arts, music and visual arts.   

 

3. In line with past practices, the nomination exercise in 2013 was 

conducted by the Home Affairs Bureau (HAB) through a nomination 

agent commissioned through the established tendering procedures.  

 

 

A review on the nomination exercise conducted by HKADC 
 

4. Before the launching of the nomination exercise in 2013, a working 

group was set up by HKADC to review the arrangements of the previous 

exercise and make suggestions for the 2013 nomination exercise.  Apart 

from consulting the experts of the 10 art form groups under HKADC, the 
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working group also launched a one-month public consultation and conducted 

a consultation session to collect views from the public and the arts sector.   

Having considered the views collected during the consultation period, 

HKADC provided its recommendations to the Government for consideration.  

The outcome of the review and the Government’s follow-up actions on the 

recommendations were reported to the Legislative Council Panel on Home 

Affairs (HA Panel) in January 2013.   

 

5. As reported to the HA Panel, the eligibility criteria for individual 

arts workers applying to take part in the nomination exercise in 2013 were 

broadened by introducing the following new categories – 

 

(i) an announced finalist of the arts achievement awards of 

HKADC; or 

 

(ii) a winner or an announced finalist of specified 

recognized local arts competitions and awards; or 

 

(iii) a recipient of financial sponsorship or venue 

sponsorship from HAB, West Kowloon Cultural 

District (WKCDA), Hong Kong Academy for 

Performing Arts (HKAPA) or the Hong Kong Arts 

Centre (HKAC); or 

 

(iv) a recipient of fees from HAB, WKCDA, HKAPA or 

HKAC for direct engagement in arts creation, direction, 

performance, exhibition, production/technical support 

and arts administration of arts projects; or 

 

(v) a full-time or part-time instructor/tutor of subjects 

relating to the ten art interests employed by local 

tertiary institutions (and their schools of continuing 

studies), secondary schools or primary schools in Hong 

Kong; or 

 

(vi) a graduate of one of the relevant arts programmes at 

bachelor’s degree or above levels run by local 

universities/tertiary institutions; or 

 

(vii) an individual artist tenant of the Jockey Club Creative 

Arts Centre (JCCAC), the Cattle Depot Artist Village 

and HKAC. 
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6. Besides, those arts organizations which had been registered to take 

part in the 2010 exercise 1  were required to confirm in writing that 

“promoting the development of the arts” remained their objective. 

 

7. The Panel also noted that a new requirement would be imposed on 

arts organisations seeking participation in the nomination exercise in 2016, 

namely that the principal business of the organisation must be related to one 

of the 10 specified arts interests and that the organisations must have 

conducted work or activities related to the arts interests during the three 

years preceding the commencement of the nomination exercise in 2016.  

 

8. In April 2013, a bill to amend HKADC Ordinance (Cap.472) was 

introduced to the Legislative Council to modify section 3(5) of Cap. 472 to 

reflect the long established practices of specifying individual arts worker by 

notice in the gazette for nomination of persons to be appointed as members 

of HKADC and adopting the “cross-arts interesting voting system” in the 

Ordinance.   During the scrutiny of the amendment bill by the Bills 

Committee, some members expressed comments on various aspects of the 

nomination exercise including how to further broaden the participation in the 

nomination exercise through including other new categories of eligible 

individual art workers (such as graduates of sub-degree / associate degree 

programmes related to the ten art forms; graduates of relevant overseas 

programmes at degree and above level) and the specification of the  art 

forms .   The Bills Committee noted that the Administration would take into 

account these comments in the course of reviewing the nomination 

arrangements before the next nomination exercise was to be conducted in 

2016.  The amendment bill was passed by LegCo in July 2013.     

 

 

THE 2013 HKADC NOMINATION EXERCISE 

 

Four-phased nomination process 

 

9. As in previous exercises, the nomination exercise in 2013 was 

conducted in four phases –  

 

(a) Phase 1 – registration of arts organizations or individual arts 

workers  

(detailed eligibility criteria at Annex A) 

 

  

                                                           
1 For nomination exercises held before 2013, organisations that have been specified by 

notice in the gazette for participating in the last nomination exercise would automatically 

be eligible to take part in the subsequent exercise without re-registration or re-assessment. 
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 Eligible arts organizations or individual arts workers 

submitted their applications to take part in the 

nomination exercise.  The successful applicants’ names 

were published in the gazette. 

 

 A total of 730 arts organisations and 1 429 individual 

arts workers registered to take part in the exercise.  

 

(b) Phase 2 – voter registration 

 (detailed registration guidelines at Annex B) 

 

 Arts organisations which were registered in phase 1 

submitted voter registration applications for their 

members or employees who engaged in artistic 

productions or arts administration. 

 

 Individual arts workers who were registered in Phase 1 

automatically became voters. A breakdown of the 

number of  newly registered individual arts workers by 

the new categories is set out at Annex C. 

 
 A total of 8 512 registered voters were registered to take 

part in the subsequent phases of the exercise.  This 

represents an increase of 1 441 in comparison with the 

total number of 7 071 registered voters in the last 

exercise in 2010. 

 

(c) Phase 3 – candidate nomination 

 (detailed nomination guidelines at Annex D) 

 

 Registered voters could seek candidature in their own     

arts interest.   

 

 A total of 29 candidates registered in this phase. 

 

(d) Phase 4 – electioneering and polling 

 

 The nomination agent appointed by HAB assisted 

candidates to publicize their election platforms and 

organized a candidate’s forum for them. 
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 Polling was held on 6 and 7 October (Sunday to Monday) 

2013 from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. at the Mongkok 

Community Hall.     

 
 Cross-arts interest voting continued to be adopted in the 

2013 nomination exercise, in which each voter could 

cast votes for candidates standing for nomination in all 

of the 10 arts interests.  The respective number of voters 

registered under the 10 arts interests is at Annex E and a 

breakdown of the votes casted in the 2013 nomination 

exercise are set out at Annex F. 

 

Increased participation in the 2013 nomination exercise 

 

10. The changes introduced to broaden the eligibility criteria for 

individual arts workers as mentioned in paragraph 5 above have notably 

enhanced participation of arts workers in the nomination exercise.  As 

compared to the nomination exercise in 2010, the total number of 

individual arts workers registered has increased substantially by 78% 

(from 837 arts workers in 2010 to 1 492 in 2013).   

 

11. As for arts organisations, 211 new organisations registered to 

take part in the exercise in 2013.  Together with 519 organizations which 

were registered in the 2010 exercise and continued to be eligible, the total 

number of organisations registered was 730, which is similar to the 

number of organisations registered in 2010
2
.  

 

12. A total of 8 512 voters were registered in 2013, representing an 

increase of 1 441 voters (i.e. by around 20%) over that of the 2010 

nomination exercise (which had a total of 7 071 registered voters).  

 

13.  A total of 29 candidates ran for the nomination in 2013.   As 

compared with the nomination of 2010 in which no nomination was 

received for the arts interest of Arts Criticism and only one candidate ran 

for the nomination in the arts interest of Drama, there was increased 

participation of the candidates in the 2013 nomination exercise as there 

were more than one candidate running for nomination in all the 10 arts 

interests with the number of candidates running in each arts interests 

ranging from 2 to 4.  

 

                                                           
2
 214 arts organizations registered in the 2010 exercise were no longer eligible for participating in the 

2013 exercise as they did not confirm that they continue to aim at promoting the arts. 
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14. The 2013 nomination exercise also recorded the highest voter 

turnout rate of all previous exercises.    2 884 voters turned out to vote for 

their representatives. The voter turnout rate was 33.9% in 2013 whereas 

the rate in the last exercise was 27%. 

    

 

Ballot paper issues 

 

15. On the polling day, the nomination agent distributed to each 

voter a stapled set of 10 ballot papers in different colours, each ballot 

paper representing one arts interest, for casting their votes.  During polling, 

three voters found that they were each given a set of 11, instead of 10, 

stapled ballot papers, which included a redundant ballot paper for one arts 

interest.  The agent immediately recalled the sets of ballot papers from the 

three voters concerned and re-issued a correct set of ballot papers to them.  

After checking all unissued sets of ballot papers, the agent found that 

there were five other incorrectly stapled sets, the incorrectly stabled sets 

of ballot papers were set aside and were not issued to the voters. 

 

16. After the polling ended in the evening of 7 October 2013, the 

nomination agent gave an account of the incorrectly stapled ballot papers 

and explained to the candidates, observers and members of the public 

present at the polling centre the ways to handle the ballots.  After 

discussing with the candidates present at the polling centre with the 

presence of HAB representatives, the nomination agent reached a 

consensus with the candidates on how to handle the votes cast on the 

incorrectly stapled ballot papers before proceeding to count the votes.  

After counting all the votes, the nomination agent discovered only two 

sets of incorrectly stapled ballot papers out of all the ballots collected 

from voters who had cast their votes
3
. The nomination agent handled the 

ballots in accordance with the arrangements agreed with the candidates 

and the polling results were not affected nor challenged.  HAB staff had 

all along been closely monitoring the execution of the polling and 

counting process.  The agent’s report on the ballot paper issue is attached 

at Annex G. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3  One set contained two sheets of ballots for the Visual Arts contested arts interest and the 

voter who received it did not vote on either of the duplicated ballot papers; another set 

contained only nine ballot papers in which the sheet for the Arts Administration contested 

arts interest was missed out. 
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Publicity Work 

 
17. Extensive activities were launched to publicize the nomination 

exercise in 2013.   The major ones are highlighted below  – 

 

(a) two briefing sessions were conducted for the public in 

March 2013 to introduce the arrangements of the 

nomination exercise and the work of the HKADC;  

 

(b) press releases, radio broadcast, letters, emails, SMS and 

phone contacts, at various stages of the exercise; 

 

(c) promotional leaflets were sent to individual arts 

practitioners to inform them of the arrangements of the 

nomination exercise as well as encouraging them to register 

as voters; 

 

(d) a dedicated website “voteforhkadc2013.hk” was established 

to provide up-to-date information on the nomination 

exercise;  

 

(e) advertisements of the nomination exercise were placed on a 

number of newspapers (including Apple Daily, Headline 

Daily, Hong Kong Economic Journal, Ming Pao, Sing Tao 

and South China Morning Post) and arts magazines 

(including, ARTMAP, art plus, Fine Music and Time Out).  

Online advertisement was placed on the website of 

ARTMAP; and 

 

(f) publicity leaflets and posters were displayed at major arts 

and cultural venues including the offices of HAB and 

HKADC, HKAPA, HKAC, JCCAC, civic centres, museums 

and major libraries of the LCSD, and the Public Enquiry 

Services Centres of the 18 District Councils. 

 
           

WAY FORWARD 
 

18.   The term of appointment of the HKADC current members will 

last until 31 December 2016.  The next nomination exercise will be 

conducted in 2016 to nominate arts interests representatives for the Chief 

Executive’s consideration of appointment to the HKADC for the new 

term commencing on 1 January 2017.   
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19. A review on the arrangements of the nomination exercise will be 

carried out to consider areas for improvement for the coming nomination 

exercise before it is launched in the first quarter of 2016.  In conducting 

the review, the HKADC will be involved and the views of various 

stakeholders including the arts sector will be taken into account.  The 

comments made by members of the Bills Committee during the scrutiny 

of the Hong Kong Arts Development Council (Amendment) Bill 2013 and 

any other views provided by the Legislative Council Panel on Home 

Affairs Panel will also be considered in the review.   
 

 

 

 

 

Home Affairs Bureau 

April 2014 
















































